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included—was ordinary, until the reverse was demonstrated beyond 1852-1870
reasonable doubt.   And although the course of his personal history
must have satisfied him that there were unusual elements in his
composition, he would have considered any attempt to determine
their character a pure waste of time.   Hence we have to rely, for
our present purpose, not on any self-revelation, but on the fitful
light of contemporary documents and persons.
" A tall, well-proportioned, light-haired boy, with finely chiselled
features, a fresh complexion, and attractive speech and manners/*
Such is the description given in 1928 by an anonymous contributor
to the City of London School Magazine, of Asquith as he appeared
shortly after joining the school. The following account is quoted
from another school contemporary1 in the same article;
" Ho passed into the sixth form at an early age. In those days even
sixth-form boys were not allowed to specialise, but whether their bent
lay towards Classics or Mathematics, they had to swallow a certain
modicum of the lean palatable diet, with small doses of a modern language
and Chemistry. I think that Asquith was the first who, for his exceptional
promise in Classics, was exempted from Mathematics. It was on the
principle that to him that hath ahall be given. Those of us who were not
bo, privileged had to do our Greek Iambics surreptitiously in the hour
dedicated to Mathematics, and found the kind offers of the Mathematical
Master (the charming Dr, Francis Cuthbortson) to help us out of any
diflioullieft in Mathematics vexatiouftly distracting. But preferential
treatment for Aaquith seemed natural enough* We recognised that ho
waft exceptional, not only in classical ability (which perhaps does not
obtain the same recognition from schoolmates as in letter years), but in
his gift of Hpeoch. In the School Debating Society ho was without a
peer. The style of mr speeches differed from that -of the ordinary school-
boy'B a# that of Maoaulay'0 history 'differs from * Little Arthur's/ Wo
were not too young to feel the contrast and to forecast a brilliant future
for the young orator. Even then it was not fire or passion, not so much
powers of pemmfrion or of sarcasm, but the fine phrasing, the elaborate
periods, the ambitious rhetoric that impressed uh, I remember Dr* Abbott
(who often presided at our debates) afterwards remarking on the fascination
that Aaquith's Bpoaking had for him, in watching the audacity with which
he would launch out into elaborately constructed periods, and conduct
them calmly to an adequate and impressive finish. Sometimes no doubt
it was the result of careful preparation, but more often spontaneous and
springing from a natural gift. I remember when I had assigned to me
the task of making a Prize-day speech in French in honour of the pious
Founder, whose praises were sung in fivo languages, I exhausted my own
small powers in devising something now on so well-worn a theme and
then buttonholed Asquith for * copy/ Without hesitation ho gave me
out of his superfluity (having the Greek speech himself to provide) a
1 Dr, John Mortimer Angus, for many yoara Itafwor of Latin and Philology at
tho Uwvortuty Collogo of Wales, Aboryatwyth,

